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EDITORIAL

Cooling via Trans-nasal High Flow Ambient 
Air: Does it Pass the Smell Test?
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“When it snows in your nose you catch cold in your brain” 
[1]

Allen Ginsberg

In this issue of Neurocritical Care, Ziai et  al. [2] pre-
sent a novel and surprising exploratory report in seven 
patients demonstrating that high flow (maximum 
50–60  L/min) application of ambient dry air provided 
by a nasal continuous positive airway pressure device 
can produce an initial reduction in core (esophageal) 
body temperature of 0.6 ± 0.15 °C per hour in critically ill 
adults with persistent fever, defined as core temperature 
> 37.5 °C for more than 24 h in the neuro-intensive care 
unit (ICU). This intervention was maintained for a period 
of 2  h at which time a 1.1  °C temperature reduction in 
core temperature was observed (from 38.4 ± 0.6  °C at 
baseline to 37.3 ± 0.5 °C at 2 h). A significant reduction in 
tympanic temperature was also seen at 2 h, albeit some-
what smaller in magnitude—0.6  °C. Five of the seven 
patients achieved normothermia. These critically ill 
patients had a spectrum of underlying diseases including 
intracranial hemorrhage, intraventricular hemorrhage, 
anoxic brain injury, or transverse myelitis and were thus 
patients where either preventing or treating fever, main-
taining normothermia, or inducing cooling might have 
clinical utility. It was also reported that the core tempera-
ture returned to baseline (febrile) within 30  min of dis-
continuing the intervention.

Although very exploratory and certainly pilot in nature, 
there are some intriguing findings in the study. First, the 
air used to induce cooling was ambient, not cold. Second, 

it is the energy required to evaporate nasal mucosal 
water that produced the temperature reduction, man-
dating the use of dry air. Third, cooling by this approach 
did not result in shivering in the patients—and none of 
the patients required anti-shivering agents or neuromus-
cular blockade. Safety of this approach, given the high 
flow exposure to the nasal mucosa of dry gas in these 
patients, was further assessed by an ear, nose and throat 
consultant as part of the team. This approach has been 
previously reported to be effective in pigs [3], and other 
related approaches such as the use of perfluorocarbon 
nasal sprays and/or nasal cooling balloons have also dem-
onstrated success in patients and pigs, respectively [4, 5].

There are a number of potential limitations to this 
approach and this investigation. Assessment of safety 
certainly will require testing in a larger number of 
patients and over more extended periods than 2  h—
unless only used with a brief exposure as an adjunct 
to other approaches and/or for acute treatment of 
refractory fever. Although a high flow nasal cannula 
approach is routinely used within the realm of nonin-
vasive ventilator support in pediatric critical care medi-
cine, where flow rates as high as 20–30 L/min is used in 
older children, heated and humidified gas are used [6, 
7]. In contrast, prolonged exposure of the nasal mucosa 
to such high flows of dry gas could be a concern. Also, 
the patients that might benefit the most from this type 
of approach are those who are not intubated, such as 
selected patients who are not comatose with stroke, 
particularly, if the observation that shivering was not 
seen with cooling by this nasal approach, is borne out 
in future studies. However, in this pilot report address-
ing feasibility, all but one patient was intubated, which 
limits an assessment of the spectrum of potential util-
ity of the approach. Similarly, regarding shivering, in 
all but two of the subjects, the intervention treated 
fever–to achieve a state of normothermia–rather than 
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induce hypothermia, thus the amount of shivering 
that would be expected would likely be greater if this 
approach was applied to cool normothermic patients. 
Also, whether or not a patient who was alert and not 
intubated could tolerate 50–60 L/min of high flow (and 
up to 20  cm  H2O of positive pressure) by nasal mask 
for sustained periods was not assessed. The possibility 
that this approach could produce untoward effects on 
venous return in the absence of a need for positive end-
expiratory pressure, or contribute to aspiration in neu-
rologically compromised patients merits exploration.

Longer exposure times would also be needed to deter-
mine if there were any other potential deleterious pulmo-
nary effects of high dry gas flow in patients, where the 
airway was not protected from exposure by intubation. 
Exactly how refractory these patients were to conven-
tional approaches to the treatment of fever in the neuro-
ICU is also not fully outlined in this report—particularly 
given the vigilance in the treatment (or prevention) of 
fever in contemporary neurocritical care. Some patients 
were only shown to be refractory to acetaminophen. 
Approaches such as intravenous cooling catheters, sur-
face cooling, and/or IV cold saline infusion are routinely 
used in neurocritical care [8–10], and although each has 
its own spectrum of efficacy and side effect profile, they 
are established methods that have established places in 
our therapeutic armamentarium, although the efficacy 
of some more broadly used treatments to control fever 
in the ICU, such as acetaminophen, has been challenged 
[11].

Finally, the magnitude of the effect of this approach 
on temperature reduction, despite the substantial air 
flow that was required, was somewhat modest—a 0.6 °C 
reduction in tympanic temperature. Presumably that 
monitor is the best reflection of brain temperature [11], 
although the best way to estimate brain temperature can 
be complex [12]. And although each degree of fever has 
been associated with greater unfavorable outcome in the 
setting of acute brain injury [13], the change in tempera-
ture produced by this approach is limited. Also whether 
the air flow (at ambient temperature) that was required 
might produce an overestimate of the actual reduction 
in core temperature, which was measured as esophageal 
temperature, remains to be determined.

In any case, it is somewhat remarkable that this inter-
vention was able to successfully treat fever at the bed-
side—even in intubated patients. And although it is 
unclear yet whether or not this approach “passes the 
smell test”, such an approach, given its simplicity, merits 
additional exploration—particularly, if fever was highly 
refractory in these cases. Whether or not the lack of shiv-
ering response would similarly be seen when applied to 
induce hypothermia rather than treat fever would seem 

to be one of the key questions to address in future studies 
to determine the breadth of its potential utility.
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